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All Weather 
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  AWNINGS & ROOF SYSTEMS

   Eclipse Premier - all variants lifetime 10 8 5 inc. $69/arm $69/arm + $169/unit

   Prestige Cassette - all variants lifetime 10 8 5 inc. $79/arm $79/arm + $169/unit

   Total Eclipse lifetime 10 8 5 inc $89/arm $89/arm + $169/unit

   Eclipse - all variants 10 10 5 5 $109/arm $149/arm $149/arm + $169/unit

   Drop Arm 10 10 5 5 $99/unit $149/unit $149/unit + $169/unit

  EXTERIOR SCREENS

   E-Zip - All variants 10 10* 5 5 $159/unit $209/unit N/A

   H-D Screens 10 10 5 5 $149/unit $199/unit N/A

  INTERIOR SHADES

   Interior Roller Shades - all variants 10 10 5 5 $59/unit $99/unit N/A

ALL warranties are to the original purchaser, are non transferable1 and no labor is included

* if clear windows: 1 year for premium windows, 90 days for standard windows

1 if unit is installed on the exterior within 1 mile of the ocean, finish is not covered - see our seashore installation care guide

2 provides plus 2 years on the fabric, 3 plus years on the motor and electronics

3 provides lifetime coverage on fabric, motor & electronics 

4 unit options at the original time of order follows the same coverage

5 this plan requires Platinum Protection Plus 
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ALL warranties are to the original purchaser, are non transferable and no labor is included

1  If unit is installed on the exterior within one mile of the ocean, finish is not covered - see our seashore installation care guide

2 provides  plus 2 years on the fabric, 3 plus years on the motor and electronics

3 provides lifetime coverage on fabric, motor & electronics

4 unit options at the original time of order follows the same coverage

5 this plan requires Platinum Protection Plus 
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